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ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND CARBON REMOVAL FROM
SEWAGE SLUDGE USING TWO-CHAMBER MICROBIAL FUEL CELL
TECHNOLOGY
SUMMARY
Due to the increased interest in renewable energy, fuel cell technology has gained
importance in recent years. Microorganisms have proven to be promising agents for
electricity generation. Microbial fuel cells are considered to be extremely efficient
and present no risk to the environment. A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a device that
converts chemical energy to electrical energy with the aid of the catalytic reaction of
microorganisms.
Two -chamber microbial fuel cell with chrome-nickel plate electrodes was operated
using sewage sludge as a fuel for electricity generation and carbon removal. This
study mainly covers three main stages.
Firstly, lab - scale 4 liters batch reactor was inoculated with activated sewage sludge

from Bahcesehir Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plant and operated for 1 month for
sludge production.
Second of all, after having all the necessary components of MFC, final set-up of a
particular lab - scale two- chambered MFC system was made.
Lastly, the operation of MFC was split up into four experimental runs during which 2
liters of sewage sludge from batch reactor was used for each experimental run. The
first experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of MFC inoculated with
activated sewage sludge by meaning of electricity generation and carbon removal.
The second and third experiments were carried out to check the performance of MFC
by measuring voltage (V) and to compare sludge digestion in MFC with Standard
aerobic sludge digestion based on sludge reduction and carbon removal. The fourth
experiment was conducted to observe electrical parameters such as power, current,
power density, current density under external resistance.

xv

xvi

ARITMA ÇAMURU KULLANAN İKİ BÖLMELİ MİKROBİYAL YAKIT
HÜCRESİNDE KARBON GİDERİMİ VE ELEKTRİK ÜRETİMİ
ÖZET
Son yıllarda yenilenebilir enerjideki artan ilgiye bağlı olarak yakıt hücre teknolojisi
önem kazanmıştır.Mikroorganizmaların elektrik üretimi için umut verici maddeler
olduğu kanıtlanmıştır. Mikrobiyal yakıt hücreleri oldukça verimli olmasıyla birlikte
çevreye herhangi bir risk oluşturmamaktadır. Mikrobiyal yakıt hücresi (MYH),
mikroorganizmaların katalitik reaksiyon yardımı ile kimyasal enerjiyi elektrik
enerjisine dönüştürmesini sağlayan bir cihazdır.
Krom-nikel plaka elektrot kullanılan iki odalı mikrobiyal yakıt hücresinde yakıt
olarak arıtma çamuru kullanılarak elektrik üretimi ve karbon giderimi sağlandı. Bu
çalışma başlıca üç ana aşamadan oluşmaktadır.
Öncelikle, Bahçeşehir Evsel Atıksu Arıtma Tesisi‘nden alınan aktif arıtma çamuru
laboratuvar ölçekli 4 litre kesikli reaktörde inoküle edildi ve çamur üretimi için 1 ay
boyunca çalıştırıldı.
İkinci olarak, MYH için gerekli tüm bileşenler elde edildikten sonra laboratuvar
ölçeğindeki iki odacıklı MYH sisteminin son kurulumu gerçekleştirildi.
Son olarak, kesikli reaktörden alınan iki litre arıtma çamuru her deneysel çalışmada
kullanılmak üzere MYH operasyonu dört deneysel çalışmaya ayrıldı.İlk deneysel
çalışma aktif arıtma çamuru ile inoküle edilen MYH‘nin elektrik üretim ve karbon
giderim performansını değerlendirmak amacıyla yapılmıştır.İkinci ve üçüncü
deneysel çalışmada MYH‘deki gerilimin (V) ölçülmesi ve çamur azalımı ve karbon
giderimine dayalı olarak çamur sindirimi standart oksijenli çamur sindirimi ile
karşılaştırılıp MYH‘nin performansı kontrol edilmiştir. Dördüncü deneysel
çalışmada değişen dış dirençlere karşı güç,akım,güç yoğunluğu,akım yoğunluğu gibi
elektriksel parametler gözlenmiştir.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy, in any form, plays the most important role in the modern world and it has
been increasing worldwide exponentially. At present, global energy requirements are
mostly dependent on the fossil fuels, which eventually lead to foreseeable depletion
of limited fossil energy sources. Combustion of fossil fuels also has serious negative
effect on the environment due to CO2 emission. Climate changes, increased global
demand for the finite oil, natural gas reserves and energy security have intensified
the search for alternatives to fossil fuels. Due to this increased interest in renewable
energy, fuel cell technology has gained importance in recent years. Microorganisms
have proven to be promising agents for electricity generation. Microbial fuel cells are
considered to be extremely efficient and present no risk to the environment. In this
direction, bioelectricity generation through microbial fuel cells (MFCs) using a
variety of substrates is being studied extensively.

1.1 Aim of the Thesis
The aim of this study was to construct two-chambered microbial fuel cell and
determine if

sewage sludge contained electrochemically active microorganisms

capable of generating electricity in microbial fuel cells and if it did, how much
electricity could be generated using sewage sludge as a fuel; to investigate and
compare the effects of anaerobic sludge digestion in MFC system with aerobic
sludge digestion carried out in a batch reactor on sludge reduction and carbon
removal; to estimate different parameters such as voltage, power, power density,
current, current density under external resistance.
1.2 Scope of the Thesis
The following five sections adress the scope of the study:
 Chapter 1 covered the introduction, aim and scope of this study.
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 Chapter 2 provided an outlook on MFCs, including history and previous
research. Components, current designs,working principles, performances,
factors affecting these performances, efficiency and applications of MFCs,
treatment of sludge including aerobic and anaerobic digestion, were presented
as well.
 Chapter 3 described the materials and methods applied during this particular
study. The assembly and operation of batch and MFC reactors, as well as
experimental runs, were presented. Applied calculations and analytical
methods were investigated.
 Chapter 4 reported and compared the results illustrated in the form of tables
and graphics gained from different experimental runs.
 Chapter 5, finally, discussed and summarized the insights obtained in this
thesis.
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2. REVIEW ON MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS
2.1 Definition of microbial fuel cell
For centuries, microorganisms, which transform food into an electron flow, were
only a biological curiosity; but now scientists have made it possible to use them in
watches and cameras as power source (Bennetto et al., 1987) The link between
electricity and metabolic processes in living organisms was first studied in the
eighteenth century, when Luigi Galvani observed electricity production in the legs of
a frog and first established his theory of ‗animal electricity‘ (Piccolino, 1998) . In
1910, Potter demonstrated the production of electrical energy (voltage and current)
from living cultures of either Escherichia coli or Saccharomyces by using platinum
electrodes (Potter,1912). This important discovery (the first reported MFC) was
forgotten or ignored until 1931 when Cohen revived Potter‘s MFC after scientists
had already demonstrated how the enzymes in bacteria oxidise food (Cohen, 1931).
The microbial (or biological) fuel cell was described in 1969 as an ―electrochemical
energy converter‖ (Bockris and Srinivasan, 1969). In the 1990‟s, Allen and Bennetto
described a microbial fuel cell as able to withdraw electrons from the oxidation of a
carbohydrate (glucose) as electrical energy (Allen and Bennetto, 1993).
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are devices that directly covert chemical energy to
electricity through catalytic activities of microorganisms. Electricity has been
generated in MFCs from various organic compounds, including carbohydrates,
proteins and fatty acids (Catal et al., 2008; Logan, 2007; Allen et al., 1993; Jang et
al., 2004). A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a device that converts chemical energy to
electrical energy with the aid of the catalytic reaction of microorganisms. A MFC
consists of anode and cathode separated by a cation-specific membrane. Microbes in
the anode oxidize fuel, and the resulting electrons and protons are transferred to the
cathode through the circuit and the membrane, respectively. Electrons and protons
are consumed in the cathode, reducing oxidant, usually oxygen(Catal et al., 2008;
Logan, 2007).
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2.2 Previous research on microbial fuel cells
While the concept of bioelectricity generation was first demonstrated nearly a
century ago, MFCs as we now know them from recent work really need to be
considered as a new technology. Over the past years, MFCs as a new source of
bioenergy have been extensively reviewed and the number of journal publications
has increased sharply in the past three years with more researchers joining the
research field. Several reviews on MFC are available, each with a different flavor or
emphasis. Logan et al. (2006) reviewed MFC designs, characterizations and
performances. The microbial metabolism in MFCs was reviewed by Rabaey and
Verstraete (2005). Lovley (2006) mainly focused his review on the promising MFC
systems known as Benthic Unattended Generators (BUGs) for powering remotesensoring or monitoring devices from the angle of microbial physiologies. Pham et
al. (2006) summarized the advantages and disadvantages of MFCs compared to the
conventional anaerobic digestion technology for the production of biogas as
renewable energy. Chang et al. (2006) discussed both the properties of
electrochemically active bacteria used in mediatorless MFC and the rate limiting
steps in electron transport. Bullen et al. (2006) compiled many experimental results
on MFCs reported recently in their review on biofuel cells. Considering the sewage
sludge, Jiang et al. (2009) used two-chambered MFC with potassium ferricyanide as
its electron acceptor and over a 250 hours demonstration test, average stable voltage
produced was 0.687 V and maximum power density was 8.5 W/m3. The
corresponding TCOD removal efficiency was 46.4% with an initial TCOD of
10,850 mg/l. Liu et al. (2009) obtained a power density of 440.7 mW/m2 from
excess sludge, using a single chamber floating-cathode MFC. Xiao et al. (2011)
conducted batch tests to enhancing simultaneous electricity production and reduction
of sewage sludge in two-chamber MFC by aerobic sludge digestion in cathode
chamber and sludge pretreatments (sterilization and base pretreatment) prior to
sludge addition to anode chamber, respectively. The voltage outputs of MFC
increased from 0.28–0.31V to 0.41–0.43V and the power densities increased from
17.3–21.2mW/m2 to 36.8–40.1mW/m2 with aerobic sludge digestion in the cathode
chamber. Aerobic sludge digestion in the cathode chamber increased sludge
reduction (TSS and VSS) in the anode chamber from 33.9% and 36.9% (without
aerobic sludge digestion) to 34.5% and 38.7% (with aerobic sludge digestion).
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2.3 Components of microbial fuel cell
One of the most important objectives of any MFC or fuel cell is to produce as much
power as possible in the most efficient manner. The term ―efficient‖ is very broad
and can be based on not only direct efficiency relations such as coulombic efficiency
and energy efficiency, but also the areal and volumetric current and power densities,
material costs and design simplicity. Today, MFC designs are numerous and of
varying complexity. The design is often dependent on the purpose of the MFC,
whether it is to analyze a particular aspect of MFC operation, like microbial
community analysis, or increasing power production through comparison of
materials like anode/cathode electrodes, catalyst considerations, or by varying feed
conditions. MFCs typically are designed as either dual-chambered or singlechambered. A typical MFC consists of two separate chambers which can be
inoculated with any type of liquid media. These chambers, an anaerobic anode
chamber and an aerobic cathode chamber, are generally separated by a Proton
Exchange Membrane (PEM) such as Nafion. A one-compartment MFC eliminates
the need for the cathodic chamber by exposing the cathode directly to the air. Table
2.1 shows a summary of MFC components and the materials used to construct them
(Logan et al., 2006; Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005; Bullen et al., 2006; Lovley, 2006).

Table 2.1: Basic components of microbial fuel cells

The main three components of the MFC are the anode, cathode, and if present, the
membrane.
Schematic of the basic components of a microbial fuel cell is given in the figure 2.1.
below:
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Fig 2.1: Schematic of the basic components of a microbial fuel cell.
The anode and cathode chambers are separated by a membrane. The bacteria grow
on the anode, oxidizing organic matter and releasing electrons to the anode and
protons to the solution. The cathode is sparged with air to provide dissolved oxygen
for the reactions of electrons, protons and oxygen at the cathode, with a wire (and
load) completing the circuit and producing power. The system is shown with a
resistor used as the load for the power being generated, with the current determined
based on measuring the voltage drop across the resistor using a multimeter hooked
up to a data acquisition system (Logan, 2007).
2.3.1 Anode and Cathode
The anode is the combination of several elements. Often, the electrode is composed
of graphite, carbon paper or carbon cloth (Clauwaert et al., 2007). High anodic
potential is desirable for increased energy generation, while lower potentials can
result in electron loss via transfer to alternative acceptors, like sulfates, or the
production of by-products like methane (Verstraete, 2005; Verstraete, 2007). This is
achieved primarily by excluding oxygen from the chamber. The anodic chamber is
filled with the carbon substrate the microbes will metabolize to grow and produce
energy. The pH and buffering properties of the anodic chamber can be varied to
maximize microbial growth, energy production, and electric potential (Rabaey and
Verstraete, 2005).The cathode completes the circuit of the cell by transferring
electrons to a high-potential electron acceptor. The electrode is composed of material
similar to those used in the anode. Several different media can be used to oxidize the
electron transporters at the electrode. The chamber is commonly filled with a
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conductive media, like ferricyanide. Alternatively, the cathode can contain air, in
which case oxygen is the oxidant. Oxygen was the preferred oxidizing reagent for
several studies, not only because oxygen is a potent oxidizing agent, but also because
it's use simplifies the operation of the cell. In a study by Liu et al. testing an MFC
designed to treat wastewater, it was discovered that forced air-flow through a cathode
reduces the overall efficiency compared to a passive air flow (Liu, 2004). Again, this
demonstrates the importance of designing cells with maximum oxygen circulation
that can minimize the reactive oxygen entering the anode chamber through the PEM.
2.3.2 Proton Exchange Membrane
Although a common salt bridge can be used, a more effective ion exchange channel
is a proton exchange membrane (PEM). The PEM acts as the barrier between the
anodic and cathodic chambers, and is commonly made from polymers like Nafion
and Ultrex. Ideally, no oxygen should be able to circulate between the oxidizing
environment of the cathode and the reducing environment of the anode. However,
this can frequently cause problems. The detrimental effects of oxygen in the anode
can be lessened by adding oxygen-scavenging species like cysteine (Logan et
al.,2005)
2.4 Current design of microbial fuel cell
2.4.1 Two - compartment MFC systems
Two-compartment MFCs are typically run in batch mode often with a chemically
defined medium such as glucose or acetate solution to generate energy. They are
currently used only in laboratories. A typical two - compartment MFC has an anodic
chamber and a cathodic chamber connected by a PEM, or sometimes a salt bridge, to
allow protons to move across to the cathode while blocking the diffusion of oxygen
into the anode. The bacteria grow on the anode, oxidizing organic matter and
releasing electrons to the anode and protons to the solution. The cathode is sparged
with air to provide dissolved oxygen for the reactions of electrons, protons and
oxygen at the cathode, with a wire (and load) completing the circuit and producing
power. The compartments can take various practical shapes. The schematic diagrams
of five two-compartment MFCs are shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig.2.2:Schematics of a two-compartment MFC in cylindrical
shape (A), rectangular shape (B), miniature shape (C),
upflow configuration with cylindrical shape (D),
cylindrical shape (E).
The mini-MFC shown in Fig. 2.1 C having a diameter of about 2 cm, but with a high
volume power density was reported by Ringeisen et al. (2006). They can be useful in
powering autonomous sensors for long-term operations in less accessible regions.
Upflow mode MFCs as shown in Fig. 2.2 D and E are more suitable for wastewater
treatment because they are relatively easy to scale-up (He et al., 2006). On the other
hand, fluid recirculation is used in both cases. The energy costs of pumping fluid
around are much greater than their power outputs. Therefore, their primary function
is not power generation, but rather wastewater treatment. The MFC design in Fig.
2.2. E offers a low internal resistance of 4 Ω because the anode and cathode are in
close proximity over a large PEM surface area.
2.4.2 Single - compartment MFC systems
Due to their complex designs, two-compartment MFCs are difficult to scale-up even
though they can be operated in either batch or continuous mode. One compartment
MFCs offer simpler designs and cost savings. They typically possess only an anodic
chamber without the requirement of aeration in a cathodic chamber. Park and Zeikus
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(2003) designed a one compartment MFC consisting of an anode in a rectangular
anode chamber coupled with a porous air- cathode that is exposed directly to the air
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Protons are transferred from the anolyte solution to the porous
air-cathode (Park and Zeikus, 2003).

Fig. 2.3: An MFC with a proton permeable layer coating the
inside of the window-mounted cathode.
Liu and Logan (2004) designed an MFC consisting of an anode placed inside a
plastic cylindrical chamber and a cathode placed outside. Fig. 2.4 shows the
schematic of a laboratory prototype of the MFC bioreactor. The anode was made of
carbon paper without wet proofing. The cathode was either a carbon electrode/ PEM
assembly fabricated by bonding the PEM directly onto a flexible carbon-cloth
electrode, or a stand alone rigid carbon paper without PEM (Liu and Logan, 2004;
Liu et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2006a).

Fig. 2.4: An MFC consisting of an anode and cathode place
on opposite side in a plastic cylindrical chamber.
A tubular MFC system with an outer cathode and an inner anode using graphite
granules is shown in Fig. 2.5 (Rabaey et al., 2005). In the absence of a cathodic
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chamber, catholyte is supplied to the cathode by dripping an electrolyte over the
outer woven graphite mat to keep it from drying up.

Fig. 2.5: A tubular MFC with outer cathode and inner anode
consisting of graphite granules
Another type of SCMFC reactor was reported by Liu et al. (2004). Their cylinder
was partitioned into two sections by glass wool and glass bead layers. These two
sections served as anodic and cathodic chambers, respectively as shown in Fig. 2.5.
The disk-shaped graphite felt anode and cathode were placed at the bottom and the
top of the reactor, respectively. Fig. 2.6 shows another MFC design inspired by the
same general idea shown in Fig. 2.5 but with a rectangular container and without a
physical separation achieved by using glass wool and glass beads (Tartakovsky and
Guiot, 2006).

Fig.2.6: Schematics of mediator-and membrane MFC with
cylindrical shape
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Fig. 2.7: Schematics of mediator-and membrane-less
MFC with rectangular shape
The feed stream is supplied to the bottom of the anode and the effluent passes
through the cathodic chamber and exits at the top continuously (Jang et al., 2004;
Moon et al., 2005). There are no separate anolyte and catholyte. And the diffusion
barriers between the anode and cathode provide a DO gradient for proper operation
of the MFCs.
Without two-compartment and single-compartment systems, there are two designs of
MFCs : working in continous flow mode and stacked MFC.
2.5 Substrates used in Microbial Fuel Cells
Substrate is important for any biological process as it serves as carbon (nutrient) and
energy source. The efficiency and economic viability of converting organic wastes to
bioenergy depend on the characteristics and components of the waste material.
Especially the chemical composition and the concentrations of the components that
can be converted into products or fuels (Angenent and Wrenn, 2008). In MFCs,
substrate is regarded as one of the most important biological factors affecting
electricity generation (Liu et al., 2009). A great variety of substrates can be used in
MFCs for electricity production ranging from pure compounds to complex mixtures
of organic matter present in wastewater such as : glucose, acetate, lignocellulosic
biomass,cellulose and chitin. Different kind of industrial wastewater was used too,
such as: brewery wastewater, synthetic wastewater, dye wastewater.
In the initial years, simple substrates like acetate and glucose were commonly used,
but in recent years researchers are using more unconventional substrates with an aim
of utilizing waste biomass or treating wastewater on one hand and improving MFC
output on the other. The maximum power density produced appears to be related to
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the complexity of the substrate (i.e. single compound versus several compounds).
Heilmann and Logan (2006) reported that with substrates like peptone and meat
processing wastewater containing many different amino acids and proteins, lower
power was produced than achieved using single compound like bovine serum
albumin (BSA). The power generation measured using xylose as substrate was lower
than studies with other fuels such as acetate or glucose (Huang et al., 2008).
Common laboratory substrates include acetate, glucose,sucrose or lactate, while realworld applications to wastewater and landfills are also abundant.
2.6 Performances of microbial fuel cells
2.6.1 Ideal MFC performance
The ideal performance of an MFC depends on the electrochemical reactions that
occur between the organic substrate at a low potential such as glucose and the final
electron acceptor with a high potential, such as oxygen (Rabaey and Verstrate, 2005).
However, its ideal cell voltage is uncertain because the electrons are transferred to
the anode from the organic substrate through a complex respiratory chain that varies
from microbe to microbe and even for the same microbe when growth conditions
differ. Though the respiratory chain is still poorly understood, the key anodic
reaction that determines the voltage is between the reduced redox potential of the
mediator (if one is employed) or the final cytochrome in the system for the
electrophile/anodophile if this has conducting pili, and the anode. For those bacterial
species that are incapable of releasing electrons to the anode directly, a redox
mediator is needed to transfer the electrons directly to the anode (Stirling et al., 1983;
Bennetto, 1984). In mediator-less MFCs utilizing anodophiles such as G.
sulfurreducens and R. ferrireducens, microbes form a biofilm on the anode surface
and use the anode as their end terminal electron acceptor in their anaerobic
respiration. Section 2 mentioned the possible electron transport process. Though the
respiratory chain is still not well understood, the anodic potential can be evaluated by
the ratio of the final cytochrome of the chain in reduced and oxidized states. The
electrode reactions for various types of MFCs and their corresponding redox
potentials of those substrates involved in electrode reactions are presented in Table 3
(Hernandez and Newman, 2001; Straub et al., 2001; Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005;
Madigan, 2000).
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2.6.2 Actual MFC performance
The actual cell potential is always lower than its equilibrium potential because of
irreversible losses.
Activation polarization is attributed to an activation energy that must be overcome by
the reacting species. It is a limiting step when the rate of an electrochemical reaction
at an electrode surface is controlled by slow reaction kinetics. Processes involving
adsorption of reactant species, transfer of electrons across the doublelayer cell
membrane, desorption of product species, and the physical nature of the electrode
surface all contribute to the activation polarization. For those microbes that do not
readily release electrons to the anode, activation polarization is an energy barrier that
can be overcome by adding mediators. In mediator-less MFCs, activation
polarization is lowered due to conducting pili. Cathodic reaction also faces activation
polarization. For example, platinum (Pt) is preferred over a graphite cathode for
performance purpose because it has a lower energy barrier in the cathodic oxygen
reaction that produces water. Usually activation polarization is dominant at a low
current density. The electronic barriers at the anode and the cathode must be
overcome before current and ions can flow (Appleby and Foulkes, 1989).
The resistance to the flow of ions in electrolytes and the electron flow between the
electrodes cause Ohmic losses. Ohmic loss in electrolytes is dominant and it can be
reduced by shortening the distance between the two electrodes and by increasing the
ionic conductivity of the electrolytes (Cheng et al., 2006b). PEMs produce a
transmembrane potential difference that also constitutes a major resistance.
Concentration polarization is a loss of potential due to the inability to maintain the
initial substrate concentration in the bulk fluid. Slow mass transfer rates for reactants
and products are often to blame. Cathodic overpotential caused by a lack of DO for
the cathodic reaction still limits the power density output of some MFCs (Oh et al.,
2004). A good MFC bioreactor should minimize concentration polarization by
enhancing mass transfer. Stirring and/or bubbling can reduce the concentration
gradient in an MFC. However, stirring and bubbling requires pumps and their energy
requirements are usually greater than the outputs from the MFC. Therefore, balance
between the power output and the energy consumption by MFC operation should be
carefully considered. A polarization curve analysis (Rhoads et al., 2005) of an MFC
can indicate to what extent the various losses listed in Eq. (4) contribute to the
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overall potential drop. This can point to possible measures to minimize them in order
to approach the ideal potential. These measures may include selection of microbes
and modifications to MFC configurations such as improvement in electrode
structures, better electrocatalysts, more conductive electrolyte, and short spacing
between electrodes. For a given MFC system, it is also possible to improve the cell
performance by adjusting operating conditions (Gil et al., 2003).
2.7 Factors affecting performance of MFC
So far, performances of laboratory MFCs are still much lower than the ideal
performance. There may be several possible reasons. Power generation of an MFC is
affected by many factors including microbe type, fuel biomass type and
concentration, ionic strength, pH, temperature, and reactor configuration (Liu et al.,
2005).
2.7.1 Effect of electrode materials
Using better performing electrode materials can improve the performance of an MFC
because different anode materials result in different activation polarization losses. Pt
and Pt black electrodes are superior to graphite, graphite felt and carbon-cloth
electrodes for both anode and cathode constructions, but their costs are much higher.
Schroder et al. (2003) reported that a current of 2–4 mA could be achieved with
platinumized carbon-cloth anode in an agitated anaerobic culture of E. coli using a
standard glucose medium at 0.55 mmol/L, while no microbially facilitated current
flow is observed with the unmodified carbon-cloth with the same operating
conditions. Pt also has a higher catalytic activity with regard to oxygen than graphite
materials. MFCs with Pt or Pt-coated cathodes yielded higher power densities than
those with graphite or graphite felt cathodes (Oh et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2004; Moon
et al., 2006). Electrode modification is actively investigated by several research
groups to improve MFC performances. Park and Zeikus (2002, 2003) reported an
increase of 100-folds in current output by using NR-woven graphite and Mn(IV)
graphite anode compared to the woven graphite anode alone. NR and Mn(IV) served
as mediators in their MFC reactors. mediators in their MFC reactors. Doping ions
such as Fe (III) and/or Mn(IV) in the cathode also catalyze the cathodic reactions
resulting in improved electricity generations. The principle for their catalytic activity
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is the same as that of electron shuttles. The electron driving force generated is
coupled to the quantivalence change cycles of Fe(III)-Fe(II)-Fe(III) or Mn(IV)-Mn
(III)) or Mn(II)-Mn(IV) on the cathode. Four times higher current can be achieved
with the combination of Mn(IV)-graphite anode and Fe3+-graphite cathode
compared to plain graphite electrodes (Park and Zeikus, 1999, 2000, 2003).
2.7.2 pH buffer and electrolyte
If no buffer solution is used in a working MFC, there will be an obvious pH
difference between the anodic and cathodic chambers, though theoretically there will
be no pH shift when the reaction rate of protons, electrons and oxygen at the cathode
equals the production rate of protons at the anode. The PEM causes transport barrier
to the cross membrane diffusion of the protons, and proton transport through the
membrane is slower than its production rate in the anode and its consumption rate in
the cathode chambers at initial stage of MFC operation thus brings a pH difference
(Gil et al., 2003). However, the pH difference increases the driving force of the
proton diffusion from the anode to the cathode chamber and finally a dynamic
equilibrium forms. Some protons generated with the biodegradation of the organic
substrate transferred to the cathodic chamber are able to react with the dissolved
oxygen while some protons are accumulated in the anodic chamber when they do not
transfer across the PEM or salt bridge quickly enough to the cathodic chamber. Gil et
al. (2003) detected a pH difference of 4.1 (9.5 at cathode and 5.4 in anode) after 5hour operations with an initial pH of 7 without buffering. With the addition of a
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), pH shifts at the cathode and anode were both less than 0.5
unit and the current output was increased about 1 to 2 folds. It was possible that the
buffer compensated the slow proton transport rate and improved the proton
availability for the cathodic reaction. Jang et al. (2004) supplied an HCl solution to
the cathode and found that the current output increased by about one fold. This again
suggests that the proton availability to the cathode is a limiting factor in electricity
generation. Increasing ionic strength by adding NaCl to MFCs also improved the
power output (Jang et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005b), possibly due to the fact that NaCl
enhanced the conductivity of both the anolyte and the catholyte.
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2.7.3 Proton exchange system
Proton exchange system can affect an MFC system's internal resistance and
concentration polarization loss and they in turn influence the power output of the
MFC. Nafion (DuPont, Wilmington, Delaware) is most popular because of its highly
selective permeability of protons. Despite attempts by researchers to look for less
expensive and more durable substitutes, Nafion is still the best choice. However, side
effect of other cations transport is unavoidable during the MFC operation even with
Nafion. In a batch accumulative system, for example, transportation of cation species
other than protons by Nafion dominates the charge balance between the anodic and
cathodic chambers because concentrations of Na+, K+, NH4 +, Ca2+, Mg2+ are
much higher than the proton concentrations in the anolyte and catholyte (Rozendal et
al., 2006). In this sense, Nafion as well as other PEMs used in the MFCs are not a
necessarily proton specific membranes but actually cation specific membranes. The
ratio of PEM surface area to system volume is important for the power output. The
PEM surface area has a large impact on maximum power output if the power output
is below a critical threshold. The MFC internal resistance decreases with the increase
of PEM surface area over a relatively large range (Oh and Logan, 2006). Min et al.
(2005) compared the performance of a PEM and a salt bridge in an MFC inoculated
with G. metallireducens. The power output using the salt bridge MFC was 2.2
mW/m2 that was an order of magnitude lower than that achieved using Nafion.
Grzebyk and Pozniak (2005) reported that they prepared interpolymer cation
exchange membranes

with

polyethylene/

poly (styrene-co-divinylbene) by

sulfonation with a solution of chlorosulfonic acid in 1,2-dichloreoethane. Their MFC
using this differentmembrane instead of Nafion had a relative low performance. The
highest voltage achieved in their MFC (with E. coli) was 67 mV with a total
resistance of 830 Ω and graphite electrodes with a working surface area of about 17
cm2 for both anode and cathode. Park and Zeikus (2003) used a porcelain septum
made from kaolin instead of Nafion as the proton ex change system in a onecompartment MFC. The maximum electrical productivities obtained with sewage
sludge as biocatalyst and a Mn4+-graphite anode and a Fe3+-graphite cathode were
14 mA current, 0.45 V potential, 1750 mA/m2 current density, and 788 mW/m2 of
power density. No obvious disadvantages in performance were observed with the
kaolin septum to Nafion.
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2.7.4 Operating conditions in the anodic chamber
Fuel type, concentration and feed rate are important factors that impact the
performance of an MFC. With a given microbe or microbial consortium, power
density varies greatly using different fuels. Many systems have shown that electricity
generation is dependent on fuel concentration both in batch and continuous-flow
mode MFCs. Usually a higher fuel concentration yields a higher power output in a
wide concentration range. Park and Zeikus (2002) reported that a higher current level
was achieved with lactate (fuel) concentration increased until it was in excess at 200
mM in a single-compartment MFC. inoculated with S. putrefaciens. Moon et
al.(2006) investigated the effects of fuel concentration on the performance of an
MFC. Their study also showed that the power density was increased with the
increase in fuel concentration (Moon et al., 2006). Gil et al. (2003) found that the
current increased with a wastewater concentration up to 50 mg/L in their MFC.
Interestingly, the electricity generation in an MFC often peaks at a relatively low
level of feed rate before heading downward. This may be because a high feed rate
promoted the growth of fermentative bacteria faster than those of the
electrochemically active bacteria in a mixed culture (Moon et al., 2006; Kim et al.,
2004; Rabaey et al., 2003). However, if microbes are growing around the electrodes
as biofilms, the increased feed rate is unlikely to affect the flora. One possible reason
is that the high feed rate brings in other alternate electron acceptors competing with
the anode to lower the output.
2.7.5 Operating conditions in the cathodic chamber
Oxygen is the most commonly used electron acceptor in MFCs for the cathodic
reaction. Power output of an MFC strongly depends on the concentration level of
electron acceptors. Several studies (Oh et al., 2004; Pham et al., 2004;Gil et al.,
2003) indicated that DO was a major limiting factor when it remained below the airsaturated level. Surprisingly, a catholyte sparged with pure oxygen that gave 38
mg/L DO did not further increase the power output compared to that of the airsaturated water (at 7.9 mg/L DO) (Oh et al., 2004; Min and Logan, 2004; Pham et
al., 2004;). Rate of oxygen diffusion toward the anode chamber goes up with the DO
concentration. Thus,part of the substrate is consumed directly by the oxygen instead
of transferring the electrons though the electrodeand the circuit (Pham et al., 2004).
Power output is much greater using ferricyanide as the electron acceptor in the
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cathodic chamber. So far, reported cases with very high power outputs such as 7200
mW/m2, 4310 mW/m2 and 3600 mW/m2 all used ferricyanide in the cathodic
chamber (Oh et al., 2004; Schroder et al., 2003; Rabaey et al., 2003, 2004), while
less than 1000 mW/m2 was reported in studies using DO regardless of the electrode
material. This is likely due to the greater mass transfer rate and lower activation
energy for the cathodic reaction offered by ferricyanide (Oh et al., 2004).
Using hydrogen peroxide solution as the final electron acceptor in the cathodic
chamber increased power output and current density according to Tartakovsky and
Guiot (2006). As a consequence, aeration is no longer needed for singlecompartment
MFCs with a cathode that is directly exposed to air. Rhoads et al. (2005) measured
the cathodic polarization curves for oxygen and manganese and found that reducing
manganese oxides delivered a current density up to 2 orders of magnitude higher
than that by reducing oxygen. Surely changing operating conditions can improve the
power output level of the MFCs. However, it is not a revolutionary method to
upgrade the MFCs from low power system to a applicable energy source at the very
present. The bottleneck lies in the low rate of metabolism of the microbes in the
MFCs. Even at their fastest growth rate (i.e. μmax value) microbes are relatively
slow transformers. The biotransformation rate of substrates to electrons has a fixed
ceiling which is inherently slow. Effort should be focused on how to break the
inherent metabolic limitation of the microbes for the MFC application.
High temperature can accelerate nearly all kinds of reactions including chemical and
biological ones. Use of thermophilic species might benefit for improving rates of
electron production, however, to the best of our knowledge, no such investigation is
reported in the literature. Therefore this is probably another scope of improvement
for the MFC technology fromthe laboratory research to a real applicable energy
source.
2.8 Efficiency of Microbial Fuel Cell
The MFC output is measured in terms of net anodic compartment (NAC), the actual
surface area reaction takes place on, as compared to total anodic compartment (TAC)
which accounts for all of the surface area within the anode. Maximum efficiency can
be obtained using ideal substrates, pH, temperature biocatalysts, redox potential, and
electrode composition. In a report published in 2003, Rabaey et al. confirmed a
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maximum output of 90 W/m3 NAC and 48 W/m3 TAC using a highly efficient
system (Rabaey, 2003). Their maximal efficiency utilized a mixed-microbial culture
with acetate as a substrate in a tubular up-flow MFC. The design was aimed at
streamlining a microscale prototype useful for wastewater treatment. Generally,
power density output is low in MFCs, and energy output is reported in milliwatts. Put
into perspective, one AA battery produces approximately 3000 watt-hours of energy.
The most efficient fuel cell at the time of publication peaked out at 59 W/m3 at
ninety-six per cent efficiency on a columbic basis (Rabaey, 2005). It would be
favorable to increase the efficiency of these cells to produce a steady 1 kW/m3 of
energy if they are to be economically viable to operate (Rabaey, 2005). One of the
best ways to increase efficiency are to learn more about microbial community
ecology; some of the most efficient designs use mixed microbial cultures from
marine environments, and it is believed that the most vigorous biocatalysts have yet
to be isolated (Rabaey, 2005; Ren et al.,2007). Optimizing anodic conditions,
housing constructs, and component materials are also important factors.
2.9 Applications of microbial fuel cell technology
2.9.1 Wastewater treatment
Micro-organisms can perform the dual duty of degrading effluents and generating
power. MFCs are presently under serious consideration as devices to produce
electrical power in the course of treatment of industrial, agricultural, and municipal
wastewater. When micro-organisms oxidize organic compounds present in waste
water, electrons are released yielding a steady source of electrical current. If power
generation in these systems can be increased, MFCs may provide a new method to
offset operating costs of waste water treatment plants, making advanced waste water
treatment more affordable in both developing and industrialized nations (Shukla et
al.,2004). In addition, MFCs are also known to generate less excess sludge as
compared to the aerobic treatment process (Kim et al., 2007)
2.9.2 Powering underwater monitoring devices
Data on the natural environment can be helpful in understanding and modeling
ecosystem responses, but sensors distributed in the natural environment require
power for operation. MFCs can possibly be used to power such devices, particularly
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in river and deep-water environments where it is difficult to routinely access the
system to replace batteries. Sediment fuel cells are being developed to monitor
environmental systems such as creeks, rivers, and oceans (Bond et al.,2002). Power
densities are low in sediment fuel cells because of both the low organic matter
concentrations and their high intrinsic internal resistance. However, the low power
density can be offset by energy storage systems that release data in bursts to central
sensors (Logan et al.,2006)
2.9.3 Power supply to remote sensors
With the development of micro-electronics and related disciplines the power
requirement for electronic devices has drastically reduced. Typically, batteries are
used to power chemical sensors and telemetry systems, but in some applications
replacing batteries on a regular basis can be costly, time-consuming, and impractical.
A possible solution to this problem is to use self-renewable power supplies, such as
MFCs, which can operate for a long time using local resources.
2.9.4 BOD sensing
Another potential application of the MFC technology is to use it as a sensor for
pollutant analysis and in situ process monitoring and control. Biological Oxygen
Demand (BOD) is the amount of dissolved oxygen required to meet the metabolic
needs of aerobic organisms in water rich in organic matter, such as sewage. The
proportional correlation between the coulombic yield of MFCs and the concentration
of assimilable organic contaminants in wastewater make MFCs possible usable as
BOD sensors. An MFC-type BOD sensor can be kept operational for over 5 years
without extra maintenance, far longer in service life span than other types of BOD
sensors reported in the literature (Lovley,2006).
2.9.5 Hydrogen production
Hydrogen production by modiﬁed MFCs operating on organic waste may be an
interesting alternative. In such devices, anaerobic conditions are maintained in the
cathode chamber and additional voltage of around 0.25 V is applied to the cathode.
Under such conditions, protons are reduced to hydrogen on the cathode. Such
modiﬁed MFCs are termed bio-electrochemically assisted microbial reactors
(BEAMR).
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2.10 The treatment of sludge
The treatment of wastewater produces a significant quantity of residual suspended
solids that must be further processed prior to disposal. Digestion is a commonly used
biological process for the stabilization of sludges from wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs). Digestion usually refers to the biological breakdown of the organic matter
in sludge. Digestion makes the sludge easier to dewater in general. It is employed as
a way to stabilize the sludge, reduce its volume, and reduce the pathogens in it.
Biosolids are usually thickened prior to digestion. Digestion can occur either
aerobically or anaerobically. Reduction of volatile solids and destruction of
pathogens are the primary objectives of both processes. Each digestion is processed
through very different microbiological and biochemical reactions and the major
difference of two digestion processes is whether digestion proceeds in the presence
or absence of molecular oxygen (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991).
2.10.1 Aerobic digestion
Aerobic digestion of wastewater sludges is a stabilisation process in which aerobic
micro-organisms consume the biological degradable organic component of the
sludge. Basic objectives include producing a biologically stable product while
reducing both sludge mass and volume. In aerobic digestion, food is highly limiting,
resulting in the micro-organisms consuming their own protoplasm to obtain energy
for cell maintenance reactions (endogenous respiration). This results in the biomass
concentration continuously decreasing until the remaining portion represents such a
low energy content as to be considered biologically stable and suitable for disposal in
the environmen (D'Antonio, 1983). The basis of aerobic digestion process is similar
with activated sludge process. In the presence of molecular oxygen and nitrate,
microorganisms convert organic matter into carbon dioxide, ammonia-N, water and
new biomass. As available substrate is depleted, endogenous respiration, autooxidation of cellular protoplasm, takes place, accounting for the destruction of
volatile solids (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991). Simplicity of process, lower capital cost,
the stabilized sludge is free of offensive odor and an excellent fertilizer, are the
advantages of aerobic digestion compared to anaerobic process and because of these
merits, aerobic digestion has been a popular option for the small scale WWTPs.
Volatile solids reduction meets or exceeds that of anaerobic digestion.
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2.10.2 Anaerobic digestion
With comparison to aerobic digestion, anaerobic digestion is a very complex process
and various groups of microorganisms in the absence of oxygen and nitrate are
involved in reciprocal relationship. Conversion of organic matter into methane after
several steps of biochemical reactions accounts for removing COD of feed sludge in
anaerobic digestion (Metcalf and Eddy,1991). The anaerobic process is known to
occur in 3 steps: hydrolysis, acidogenesis, and methanogenesis. In the first step,
hydrolysis, insoluble organic matter and large molecular organic compounds are
hydrolyzed to soluble and smaller size of organic compounds. In acidogenesis,
anaerobic microorganisms break down the products of first step into hydrogen
molecule and simple organic acids such as volatile fatty acids and acetic acid. In the
final step of anaerobic digestion, known as methanogenesis, methanogenic bacteria
convert acetic acid and hydrogen into methane and carbon dioxide. It is also believed
that one third of methane is produced from the pathway of using hydrogen and the
rest of methane is from the acetic acid. Methanogens are strict anaerobes and have
very slow growth rate. Consequently, their metabolism is usually considered ratelimiting and long detention time is required for slow growth (Metcalf and Eddy,
1991). The advantages of anaerobic digestion include the production of usable
energy in the form of methane gas. Low solid production, very low energy input
(Bill, 1995). Higher pathogen inactivation can also be accomplished due to the harsh
condition in anaerobic process than in aerobic digestion (Grady et al., 1998).
Disadvantage includes very high capital costs, susceptibility to upsets from shock
loads or toxics, and complex operation requiring skilled operators (Bill, 1995).
2.10.3 Sludge treatment with MFC
Sewage sludge is an organic by-product of biological wastewater treatment that
requires treatment and disposal (Appels et al, 2008) . Due to the wide application of
biological wastewater treatment, sewage sludge is mass-produced. In addition, the
quantity of generated sludge has increased annually with the development of sewage
treatment systems. As the treatment and disposal of sludge accounts for 25–65% of
the total plant operation costs (Liu, 2003), it has become an important problem for
many wastewater treatment plants (Appels et al, 2008). However, sewage sludge
contains high levels of organic matters and is regarded as an available resource
(Appels et al, 2008) . Many researches have been done to realize the reclamation of
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sludge, for example, anaerobic digestion for methane production, anaerobic
fermentation for hydrogen production, aerobic compost for fertilizer production, and
so on.
As most organic matters in sludge are microbial and enclosed within microbial cell
walls (Appels et al, 2008), it is thought that electricity production of sludge is similar
to other sludge treatment, such as anaerobic digestion, and would be impacted by the
hydrolysis of sludge. It is possible to enhance the electricity production from sludge
by the two pretreatments. However, few studies have addressed this problem.
Furthermore, the cathode chamber of MFC is usually used oxygen as oxidant and
biocathodes could improve sustainability of MFCs (He and Angenert,2006) .When
sludge is addition into the cathode chamber of MFC, aerobic digestion of the sludge
would occur. Aerobic digestion of sludge can produce certain ions (like NH4+,
NO3−, PO4 3−) (Kim et al 2002; Song et al.,2010), which could replace the
traditional cathode electrolytes (like phosphate buffered saline) (Mohan et al., 2008)
The replacement would make MFC more environmentally friendly since the addition
of phosphate buffered saline in the cathode chamber both wastes phosphorus and
increases the pollution of MFC. Additionally, bacteria in the aerobic digestion of
sludge may accelerate oxygen reduction by functioning as a biocathode. It is,
therefore, possible that sludge could be used to replace the buffer solution in the
cathode chamber. Similarly, however, few studies have directed their attention to the
above problem.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental studies were started with running a 4L lab-scale batch reactor
where the activated sludge is generated. The sludge generated in the batch fill and
draw reactor was then harvested and used in MFC studies conducted for sludge
digestion.
The first stage of MFC sludge digestion studies involved running the MFC system to
observe sludge reduction and electricity generation in the system. This step was the
preliminary experimental step to test the electricity generation in MFC when only
excess sludge was fed to the system.The second stage of experiments were composed
of running the MFC system with excess sewage sludge and an aerobic sludge
digestion reactor in order to observe the performance of MFC for sludge digestion
and to compare it with that of the aerobic digestor which was operated under the
same conditions. This stage was conducted for 2 sets of experiments, namely the
second and the third experimental runs.
The last stage of the experimental studies were conducted to observe the
performance of the MFC system in terms of electricity and power generation. This
experimental run (fourth experimental run) involved monitoring the electricity
generation in the MFC system by applying different external resistances to the
system.
This section details the methods and materials pertaining to this particular design and
experimentation.
3.1 An innoculum
3.1.1 Source
Activated sewage sludge was collected from Bahçeşehir Domestic Wastewater
Treatment Plant located in Istanbul. The properties of active sludge samples such as
COD (mg/l) levels could vary slightly.

3.1.2 A lab-scale activated sewage sludge 4l batch reactor set-up and operation
The experiment set - up was located in the Dr. Sedat Urundul laboratory of
Environmental Engineering Department in Istanbul Technical University. The lab scale 4 liters reactor was inoculated with activated sewage sludge containing 6345
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mg VSS/L with the aim to produce sludge and use it in MFC system. It is shown in
the figure 3.1. below:

Fig. 3.1: A Lab- scale activated sludge
4L batch reactor.
Reactor was fed with sodium acetate. Total COD concentration fed to the reactor was
1000 mg COD/l. Macro and micronutrients were added in sufficient quantities for
biological growth in the form of Solution B and Solution A, of which the content is
given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 below:
Table 3.1: Solution A composition

Table 3.2: Solution B composition
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The reactor was operated at constant hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 24h
throughout the study. Daily controls and duties of the reactor were done:
1. Effluent was withdrawn;
2. Reactor was fed up;
3. TSS (mg/l) and VSS (mg/l) were checked;
4. Influent and effluent SCOD (mg/l) samples were taken (in order to estimate
SCOD (mg/l) removal efficiency).

Figure 3.2: Daily control of reactor.
The biomass growth was calculated each day by measuring the MLVSS (mg/l) in the
reactor. The excess amount of biomass was calculated and it was wasted by keeping
the MLVSS concentration in the reactor constant at 6000 mgVSS/l. Wasted sludge
calculation according to amount of MLVSS (mg/l) in the reactor is given below:
V waste =

;

(3.1)

where Vvaste (l) is amount of wasted sludge; VSS current (mg/l) is current amount
of volatile suspended solids in the reactor; VSS set (mg/l) is a desired amount of
volatile suspended solids in the reactor; V(l)is total volume of the reactor.
The experiments were performed at room temperature.
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3.2 Two - chambered Microbial Fuel Cell
3.2.1 Components of MFC system
A particular lab - scale two- chambered MFC system was made of the following
components listed in the table 3.3. below:
Table 3.3: Components of MFC system

3.2.2 MFC set-up and operation
Set-up of two - chambered microbial fuel cell was done step by step. Microbial fuel
cell was designed and fabricated in laboratory scale using Plexiglas material. MFC
was composed of 2 chambers - anode and cathode. Each chamber had dimensions of
15cm*15cm*15cm and each compartment had a total working volume of 2 liters.
The proton exchange membrane (Nafion 117) was kept in distilled water for 12 h
prior to use. After that, the Nafion membrane was sandwiched between two
compartments and sealed together with screws. Both plate electrodes were made of
Chrome and Nickel (7.5 cm x 13 cm) to enable indefinite use without corrosion or
fouling. Chrome-Nickel plate electrodes with wires were inserted into both the
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cathode and anode compartments (195 cm2). Air stone was put into cathode
compartment in order to have aerobic conditions. The anode compartment was
stirred by a magnetic stirrer to get complete mixing. The wires of electrodes were
connected to a digital multimeter (UT60F). Digital multimeter was connected to
personal computer via cable in order to transfer and record the data. This digital
multimeter was used for voltage (V) measurements. The final assembly of MFC for
electricity generation can be seen from Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Final set-up of MFC system.
After the final assembly of MFC, 2 liters of activated sewage sludge was taken from
4 liters activated sludge reactor and placed to anode compartment for electricity
generation for each experimental run. 2 liters of distilled water was poured to the
cathode compartment. The cathode chamber was continuously sparged with air.
Micro and macro nutrients were added to anode compartment. Operation of the
microbial fuel cell was split into four experimental runs.MFC was operated at opened
circuit (infinite resistance, zero current) during 3 sets of experiments, and under an
external load (1000Ω-5000Ω) during the last set. Each experiment lasted 10 days,
and the last experiment - 5 days. The first experiment was conducted to evaluate the
performance of MFC inoculated with activated sewage sludge by measuring voltage
(V) under open circuit. The second and third experiments were carried out under
open circuit to check the performance of MFC by measuring voltage (V) and to
compare sludge digestion in MFC with Standard aerobic sludge digestion. The fourth
experiment was conducted to determine current (A), current density (A.cm-2), power
(Watt), power density (W.cm-2),and to estimate Coulombic efficiency under closed
circuit by changing external resistors.
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Voltage was recorded every 4 minutes and transferred from multimeter to computer
via cable. The same MFC set-up, i.e. the same electrodes and membrane, was used
for all experimental runs. Between each experimental run, MFC system was cleaned
out and rinsed with distilled water and new sewage sludge from batch reactor was
used. The MFC was operated at room temperature.
3.3 Experimental runs for determining the performance of MFC using an
activated sewage sludge as a fuel
3.3.1 The first experimental run
In the first experiment, MFC was inoculated with activated sewage sludge containing
5800 mg VSS /l. MFC system was set to obtain data in the form of open circuit
voltage. The system was continuously run for 10 days in order to obtain voltage (V)
profile over time (days). MFC system was not fed with any substrate or artificial
wastewater. Sludge was not wasted during the experimental run. Because the water
in the cathode chamber volatilized by aeration, distilled water was supplied
periodically to maintain the volume of the mixed liquid.
The performance of microbial fuel cells was evaluated by measuring voltage, SCOD
(mg/l) removal efficiency and TSS(mg/l), VSS(mg/l), pH.
3.3.2 Second and the third experimental runs
The second and the third experimental runs were performed in identical order.
During second and third experimental runs, in parallel to MFC system, cylindrical
batch reactor was set up with the aim to investigate and compare the effects of
anaerobic sludge digestion in MFC with aerobic sludge digestion carried out in a
batch reactor on sludge reduction and carbon removal. In order to study these effects,
2 liters of sewage sludge (containing 5430 mg/l VSS) was added into the anode
chamber of MFC and 1 liter – to a batch reactor in the second run and sewage sludge
containing 5240mg/l VSS in the third run. Aeration in batch reactor was supplied to
meet complete mixing. Cylindrical batch reactor with 1 liter working volume is
shown in the figure 3.4 below. During anaerobic digestion process in MFC system,
voltage profile (OCV), VSS(mg/l), TSS(mg/l), SCOD(mg/l), pH were observed.
During aerobic digestion process in a batch reactor, VSS (mg/l), TSS (mg/l), SCOD
(mg/l), pH samples were measured. These parameters were measured in dublicate.
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Figure 3.4: 1 liter lab- scale batch reactor in parallel to MFC system.
3.3.3 Fourth experimental run
During the last experiment, voltage output was measured for 5 days while varying
external resistance from 1000 Ω to 5000 Ω to determine current (A), current density
(A.cm-2), power (Watt), power density (W.cm-2) and

to estimate Coulombic

efficiency. The change in fuel cell voltage under different external resistance was
recorded daily.
3.3.4 Calculations
The voltage is the function of the external resistance (R ex), or load on the circuit, and
the current I. The relationship between these variables is well - known equation. This
equation is given below:
V=I∙ Rex;

(3.2)

where V(V) is voltage, I(A) is current; Rex (Ω) is external resistance.
The current produced from a MFC is small, so that when a small MFC is constructed
in the laboratory the current is not measured,but instead it is calculated from the
measured voltage drop aross the resistor as:
I = V / Rex ;

(3.3)

where V(V) is voltage, I(A) is current, Rex (Ω) is external resistance.
Current density is calculated by dividing the obtained current with the surface area
(cm2) of the anode. Current density was calculated as:
Ian=I/Aan

(3.4)
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where Ian (A·cm-2) is current density; I(A) is calculated current; Aan (cm2) is the
projected surface area of the studied electrode.
To make MFCs useful as a method to generate power, it was essential to optimize the
system for power production. Power was calculated from a voltage and current as :
P=I∙V

(3.5)

where P(Watt) is power, I(A) is current;V(V) is voltage;
The power output by an MFC is calculated from the measured voltage across the
load and the current as:
P=I∙Vmfc

(3.6)

where P(Watt) is power, I(A) is calculated current; V(V) is measured voltage.
Knowing how much power is generated by an MFC does not sufficiently describe
how efficiently that power is generated by the specific system architecture. For
example, the amount of anode surface area available for microbes to grow on can
affect the amount of power generated. Thus, it is common to normalize power
production by the surface area of the anode so that the power density produced by the
MFC is calculated as:
(3.7)

Pan=P/Aan

where P(W·cm-2) is power density , P(W) is power , A (cm2) is the projected surface
area of the studied electrode.
While generating power is a main goal of MFC operation, we also seek to extract as
much of the electrons stored in the biomass as possible as current, and to recover as
much energy as possible from the system. The recovery of electrons is referred to as
Coulombic efficiency defined as the fraction (or percent) of electrons recovered as
current versus that in the starting organic matter. The oxidation of a substrate occurs
with the removal of electrons, with the moles of electrons defined for each substrate
based on writing out a half reaction.
An ampere is defined as the transfer of 1 Coulomb of charge per second, or 1 A = 1
CIS. If we integrate the current obtained over time we obtain the total Coulombs
transferred in our system.Coulombic efficiency can be calculated for a fed- batch
systems as it is given below:
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tb

CE 

Ms  I dt
0

F .bes .VAn .c

(3.8)

where ∆c is the substrate concentration change over the batch cycleover a time t b, Ms
is the molecular weight of the substrate, F is Faraday‘s constant, and vAn is the
volume of liquid in the anode compartment.
For complex substrates, it is more convenient to use COD as a measure of substrate
concentration, and therefore the CE becomes:
tb

CE 

8  I dt
0

F .VAn .COD

(3.9)

where 8 is a constant used for COD, based on Moz= 32 for the molecular weight of 0
2 and be, = 4 for the number of electrons exchanged per mole of oxygen.
3.3.5 Analytical methods
During the system‘s operation following parameters were analyzed: SS(mg/l),
VSS(mg/l), SCOD(mg/l) and pH. These parameters were measured in dublicate.
„Solids‟ analysis consisted of the total suspended solids (TSS) and volatile
suspended solids (VSS) contents. After the original sample was mixed and diluted, it
was passed through a pre-weighed and pre-dried glass fiber filter. The filter residue
was collected for TSS measurement. After drying for 1 hour in an oven, the filter
paper (contained in aluminium dishes) was weighed to determine the amount of TSS
and then burned in a muffle furnace for 15 minutes to remove the volatile
component. From the difference in weight before and after the volatile component
was removed, the VSS concentration was determined. Before any samples were
weighed, they were cooled in a dessicator at room temperature for a minimum of 15
minutes.
SCOD (mg/l) parameters were analyzed according to International Organization for
Standardization method, ISO 6060. SCOD samples were filtered through 0.45 µm
membrane filters. Samples (1ml) were transferred to the reaction glass and 1.5 ml of
potassium dichromate solution was added. Later, slowly 1.5 ml of silver sulfatesulfuric acid were added and glasses were immediately digested for two hours at
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150ºC. Later, cooled to room temperature samples are titrated with standard ferrous
ammonium sulfate (FAS) using two to three drops of ferroin indicator until color
changes from blue-green to reddish brown that persists. In the same manner, blanks
were refluxed and titrated containing the reagents and a volume of distilled water
equal to that of sample.
Samples for pH analysis were taken from MFC system, analysis were carried out by
a calibrated pH meter (520Aplus pH meter) in accordance with Standard Methods
(APHA, 1998).
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Performance of an activated sewage sludge 4 l batch reactor
An activated sewage sludge batch reactor, fed with acetate and working at room
temperature (24 ± 4 °C), was operated for 1 month. This reactor had an initial SCOD
of 1132mg/l. Effluent SCOD concentrations decreased from 415mg/l to 145 mg/l
during this period as it is shown in figure 4.1.
During the operation time, SCOD(mg/l) samples were measured once in a day for 5
days in a week, and reactor was fed triple for every weekend, that is why some
SCOD (mg/l) concentrations are higher in fig. 4.1. than the others.

Fig. 4.1: Profile of influent and effluent SCOD(mg/l) change with a time.
By day 29, the COD removal efficiency had reached approximately 86%. The results
obtained are given in the fig 4.2 below:

Fig.4.2: Profile of % SCOD(mg/l) removal efficiency change with a time.
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An activated sewage sludge 4l batch reactor had an initial TSS concentration of
14085 mg/l (Figure 4.3.). Higher TSS(mg/l) and VSS(mg/l) values in the figure
belongs to the high MLSS concentrations obtained after weekends with triple
feedings. It was seeked to obtain around 6000mg/l VSS in the reactor in the end of
the month. Sludge age was not calculated, because of sludge poor settling and
sludge escaping with an effluent. By day 29, the VSS(mg/l) concetration reached the
value of 5800mg/l and it was used for MFC system for continous experiments.

Fig 4.3:Variations in TSS(mg/l) and VSS(mg/l) with a time.
4.2 Performance of MFC during the first experimental run
Experimental results from the first experimental run showed that two- chambered
MFC system using chrome-nickel electrodes could generate electricity using sewage
sludge as substrate. When sewage sludge of 5700 mgVSS/l was introduced into
MFC, an initial circuit voltage of 50 mV was immediately generated as it can be seen
from the figure 4.4 below. After a sharp drop in the 2nd day the voltage output rapidly
increased from about 7.8 mV to 100 mV (at 3.5 d) ) and kept increasing.

Fig.4.4: Voltage (OCV) output(1st exp. run).
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During ten days of the operation the cell voltage kept increasing and the maximum
voltage output of 167.2 mV was achieved in the eighth day of operation and did not
vary much in the last days.
SCOD (mg/l) concentrations were gradually decreasing during the period of 10 days
as it is shown in the fig. 4.5. By day 10, the SCOD removal efficiency had reached
approximately 35%.

Fig.4.5.: SCOD (mg/l) profile and removal efficiency (%)(1st exp. run).

Fig.4.6.: Variations of TSS(mg/l) and VSS(mg/l) with a time(1st exp. run).
Profiles of TSS (mg/l) and VSS(mg/l) concentrations is given in the figure 4.6. The
low level of sludge reduction has been surprising with the amount of electricity
production in the system. However, this observation is considered as an experimental
error due to inaccurate measurement with undiluted samples for the high sludge
concentration present in the MFC system. The expected level of sludge reduction is
much higher than the results presented in this experimental run.
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4.3 Performance of MFC and 1l batch reactor during 2nd and 3rd experimental
runs
4.3.1 Effects of anerobic and aerobic sludge digestion on sludge reduction and
carbon removal during 2nd experimental run
During the second and the third experimental runs, sewage sludge was digested in
two identically started systems: (1) in 1 L batch reactor where excess sewage sludge
is aerobically digested and (2) in MFC system where excess sewage sludge is
anaerobically digested. During anaerobic digestion with MFC, the cell voltage
(OCV) profile was observed as well. The second experimental run was started with
5700 mgVSS/l excess sludge feeding o the MFC and to the batch reactor. The
voltage output during the second experimental run in MFC system is summarized in
fig. 4.7.

Fig.4.7: Voltage(OCV) output of the second experimental run.
When sewage sludge was introduced into MFC, an initial circuit voltage of 43 mV
was immediately generated. Then low levels of the cell voltage (OCV) generation
was observed during the first 4 days of the experiment and the voltage output rapidly
increased from about 7.1mV to 100.4mV (at 4 d). During ten days of the operation,
maximum voltage output of 153.8 mV was achieved in the tenth day of operation.
During anaerobic and aerobic digestion, 2 parameters – suspended solids and soluble
chemical oxygen demand- were considered and measured. SCOD(mg/l) removal (%)
and sludge reduction (TSS and VSS) were taken into account.
The soluble COD values were monitored in the batch aerobic digestor and the MFC
system, in order to investigate the solubilization of sludge and the removal of
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solubilized organic content of the two different systems. SCOD (mg/l) profiles and
removal efficencies in a batch reactor and MFC system during aerobic and anaerobic
digestion, are given in the fig. 4.8 and fig.4.9, respectively below:

Fig.4.8.: SCOD (mg/l) profile (2nd exp. run).
Initial SCOD concentrations of MFC and batch reactor were 102.9 mg/l and 131.7
mg/l, respectively. As it can be seen from the fig. 4.8 above, SCOD (mg/l)
concentration continuously decreased and became stable at the value of 77.4 mg/l
in MFC system with the value of 69.7mg/l This indicates that the solubilization
process after 5 days of digestion was slower than the COD removal processes
(namely microbial growth), keeping the SCOD constant at these levels which are
presumably the inert COD generated as the soluble microbial products in
endogeneous respiration process.

Fig.4.9.: SCOD(mg/l) removal efficiency(%)(2nd exp. run).
In

the course of aerobic and anaerobic digestion (MFC system) ,the higher efficiency

in COD removal (up to 41.2%) was achieved in a batch reactor. In MFC system,
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SCOD (mg/l) removal was poorer (up to 32%), because of appearance of anaerobic
conditions.
Profile of TSS and VSS(mg/l) concentrations given in the figure 4.10. The VSS
values obtained for this run were fluctuationg and this observation is considered as
an experimental error due to inaccurate measurement with undiluted samples for the
high sludge concentration present in both the aerobic digestor and the MFC system.

Fig.4.10: VSS(mg/l) concentrations in a batch reactor and MFC
(2nd exp. run).
pH profiles in a batch reactor and MFC system during the second experimental run
is given in the figure 4.11.: below:

Fig.4.11: pH profile (2nd exp. run).
pH values were in the range of 6 and 7, which is the optimum pH level for MFC
operation. Therefore the effect of pH changes on the electriciy generation
performance of the MFC for sludge digestion were kept at minimum levels.
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4.3.2. Effects of anerobic and aerobic sludge digestion on sludge reduction and
carbon removal during 3rd experimental run
The third experimental run was a dublicate of the second experimental run, where the
sludge digestion performances of aerobic reactor and MFC system were
monitored.The third experimental run was started with 5700mgVSS/l.
Excess sludge feeding to the MFC and to the batch reactor. The voltage output
during the third experimental run in MFC system is summarized in fig. 4.12. When
sewage sludge was introduced into MFC, an initial circuit voltage of 62.1 mV was
immediately generated. The voltage output rapidly increased from about 42 mV to
90mV (at 4.5 d).

Fig.4.12: Voltage(OCV)output (3rd exp. run).
During ten days of the operation, maximum voltage output of 146 mV was achieved.
SCOD (mg/l) profiles and removal efficencies in a batch reactor and MFC system
during aerobic and anaerobic digestion time, are given in the fig. 4.13 and fig.4.14,
respectively below:

Fig.4.13.: SCOD(mg/l) profile(3rd exp. run).
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SCOD (mg/l) concentration decreasing gradually and became stable with the value
of 70.9 mg/l and that indicates endogenous respiration because of the lack of organic
matter in the in a batch reactor, and in MFC system with the value of 78.8 mg/l.

Fig.4.14.: SCOD(mg/l) removal efficiency(%)(3rd exp. run).
After 7 days of operation, when a stable state for SCOD removal were observed
during aerobic and anaerobic digestion ,the higher efficiency in COD removal (up to
42.7%) was achieved in a batch reactor. In MFC system, SCOD (mg/l) removal was
poorer (up to 32%), because of appearance of anaerobic conditions.
During the first and the second experimental runs, experimental errors were observed
while measuring TSS and VSS parameters. During the third experimental run, ¼
dilution was applied to TSS and VSS samples in order to avoid experimental errors
during sampling and drying. TSS and VSS concentrations are given in the fig 4.15
below:

Fig.4.15: Variations of TSS(mg/l) and VSS(mg/l) with a time
(3rd exp. run).
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Sludge was reduced during aerobic and anaerobic digestion.TSS and VSS of the
sludge decreased and their reductions increased with the operation of MFC and batch
reactor (fig. 4.15).
The initial TSS value in both MFC and batch reactor was 7270 mgTSS/l and the
initial VSS value in both systems was 5240 mgVSS/l. It is observed that the TSS
value was reduced to 6020 mgTSS/l in 5 days and to 5070 mgTSS/l in 10 days in the
MFC system. The VSS value achieved in the MFC system after 5 days was 4620
mgVSS/l and after 9 days was 3630 mgVSS/l. TSS value obtained after 5 days in the
aerobic digestor was 4915 mgTSS/l and it was 3695 mgTSS/l after 9 days. The VSS
value achieved in the aerobic batch reactor after 5 days was 3850 mgVSS/l and after
9 days it was 2415 mgVSS/l.

Fig.4.16.: TSS and VSS(mg/l) reduction with a time
(3rd experimental run).
At the end of the third experimental run , the reductions of sludge (TSS and VSS)
had reached 30.2% and 30.7% in the MFC system and 49.2% and 53.9% in the
batch aerobic reactor, respectively. The results demonstrate that the sludge aerobic
digestion in a batch reactor occurs faster than anaerobic one (MFC) and at the same
time sludge reduction is observed to be higher in the aerobic reactor.
pH profiles in a batch reactor and MFC system during the third experimental run is
given in the figure 4.17. below:
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Fig.4.17.: pH profile(3rd experimental run).
pH values slightly varied between 6.5-7, which is and appropriate level that would
not significantly effect the performance of MFC in terms of electricity production.
4.4 Performance of MFC during the fourth experimental run
The fourth experimental run was conducted for the investigation of the performance
of MFC system for sludge digestion in terms of electricity generation. The test was
started with feeding the MFC system with excess sludge of 5640 mgVSS/l. During
the test, the cell voltage was detected with external resistances from 1 kΩ to 5 kΩ
with an interval of 4 min. Each external resistance was applied during 1 day of
operation after the start-up of the system and the resistances were applied
consequently.

Fig.4.18.: Voltage output under 1kΩ resistance.
Closed circuit voltage was minimum (max voltage observed was 2.2 mV) when
sewage was used as feed.
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Figure 4.19: Power & Current generation under 1kΩ resistance.
Fig. 4.19 shows that the maximum current achieved was 0.002 mA. The cell had a
peak power performance of 0.000004 mW at an external resistance of 1000 kΩ.

Figure 4.20: Power & Current densities under 1kΩ resistance.
Maximum current and power densities observed were 0.107 mA.m-2 and 0.000226
mW.m-2, respectively.

Fig.4.21.: Voltage output under 2kΩ resistance.
Closed circuit voltage was minimum (max voltage observed was 7.8 mV) when
sewage was used as feed.
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Figure 4.22: Power & Current generation under 2kΩ resistance.
Fig. 4.22 shows that the maximum current achieved was 0.0038 mA. The cell had a
peak power performance of 0.000028 mW at an external resistance of 2000 kΩ.

Figure 4.23: Power & Current densities under 2kΩ resistance.
Maximum current and power densities observed were 0.1948 mA.m-2 and 0.0015
mW.m-2, respectively.

Fig.4.24: Voltage output under 3kΩ resistance.
Closed circuit voltage was minimum (max voltage observed was 12 mV) when
sewage was used as feed.
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Figure 4.25: Power & Current generation under 3kΩ resistance.
Fig. 4.25 shows that the maximum current achieved was 0.004 mA. The cell had a
peak power performance of 0.000048 mW at an external resistance of 3000 Ω.

Figure 4.26: Power & Current densities under 3kΩ resistance.
Maximum current and power densities observed were 0.205 mA.m-2 and 0.00246
mW.m-2, respectively.

Fig. 4.27: Voltage output under 4 kΩ resistance.
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Closed circuit voltage was minimum (max voltage observed was 27.1mV) when
sewage was used as feed.

Figure 4.28: Power & Current generation under 4kΩ resistance.
Fig. 4.28 shows that the maximum current achieved was 0.0066 mA. The cell had a
peak power performance of 0.000175 mW at an external resistance of 4000 Ω.

Figure 4.29: Power & Current densities under 4kΩ resistance.
Maximum current and power densities observed were 0.339 mA.m-2 and 0.009
mW.m-2, respectively.

Fig. 4.30: Voltage output under 5kΩ resistance.
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Figure 4.31: Current & Power generation under 5kΩ resistance.
Fig. 4.28 shows that the maximum current achieved was 0.00562 mA. The cell had a
peak power performance of 0.00016 mW at an external resistance of 5000 kΩ. This
power is significantly lower than that reported for other cells using wastewater or
sediments as fuel sources. Current and and power generation did not significantly
change with a time.

Figure 4.32: Power & Current densities under 5kΩ resistance.
From the figures 4.27 and 4.29 it can be seen

that the fall in voltage was

accompanied by the current density falling from 0.28308 mA.m-2 to 0.16205 mA.m-2
and power density falling from

0.00781 mW.m-2 to 0.00256 mW.m-2 as the

resistance was kept constant at 5kΩ. Maximum current and power densities observed
were 0.28821mA.m-2 and 0.00810 mW.m-2, respectively.
The overall performance of the system under external resistance load is given in the
figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33:Cell voltage profile of MFC under different external resistance loads.
The experimental data presented in figure 4.33 shows that the cell voltage obtained
in the MFC system has dropped significantly when external resistances are connected
to the circuit. This observation is in line with the common knowledge that the voltage
should drop with decreasing resistance. The OCV values obtained were much higher
since OCV presents the maximum voltage under infinite resistance.
The OCV values of the three experimental runs operated under similar conditions are
given in figure 4.34. As seen from the figure the OCV of the MFC system for sludge
digestion increases exponentially.

Fig.4.34: Monitored OCV values in the first three experimental runs.
Although the calculated moving average of the data given in fig.4.34 is best
characterized by an exponential function obtained might not represent the exact
function due to the highly fluctuating character of the data. Nevertheless these
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findings explicitely show that the voltage generation increases as the sludge digestion
proceeds in the system.
Since the system has an increasing electricity generation potential in the MFC the
experrimental data obtained with the external resistances (Fig.4.33) can not be used
to construct the polarization curve of the system. However, the columbic efficiency
of the system has been calculated through the integration of the cuırrent obtained for
the fourth experimental run (fig 4.35).

Figure 4.35: Current profile of MFC under different external resistance loads.
The columbic effficiency calculated by the integration of the current data in fig. 4.35
is found as 0.0068% which shows that the total number of coloumbs that can be
recovered can be recovered is very small compared to the available total coloumbs in
the sludge. However this also shows that there is room for future studies for the
enhancement of the sludge digeston process together with significant amount of
energy recovery in terms of electricity.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As this study showed, set-up of two-chambered microbial fuel cell was done
successfully. The cell performance data have shown that a microbial cell could be
operated with a low-cost fuel material - sewage sludge, and simple configuration,
without the use of mediators, single culture organisms or precious metal catalysts. In
this research work, microbial fuel cell was tested for its performance under various
conditions.
For the first experimental run, (10 days) the cell developed was able to produce an
open-circuit maximum voltage of 167.2 mV. Removal efficiency (%) of SCOD
increased with a time and had reached approximately 35%.
The second and the third experimental runs were performed identically. Anaerobic
sludge digestion in MFC and aerobic sludge digestion in 1L batch reactor were
compared based on two parameters: carbon removal and sludge reduction.
Experimental results shows, that higher SCOD removal efficiency was observed in a
batch reactor during aerobic digestion (41.2%) than in MFC system (32%) during the
second experimental run. During the third experimental run, which was done in the
same order as the second one, experimental results shows, that higher SCOD
removal efficiency was observed in a batch reactor during aerobic digestion (42.7%)
than in MFC system (32%) during anaerobic digestion. At the end of the test (10th
day), the sludge reductions (TSS and VSS) were, 30.2% and 30.7% (MFC), 49.2%
and 53.9% (1L batch reactor). It can be said, that it takes 10 days to achieve 31%
reduction in volatile solids for MFC and 54% for batch reactor.The sludge reduction
observed in MFC is higher than that observed by Jia et al.(2009), who reported
reductions of 27.3% (TSS) and 28.7%(VSS) while using surplus sludge as a substrate
for electricity production. When comparing second and third experimental run, the
carbon removal efficiencies and sludge reduction results were very close to each
other. The MFC can be regarded as an enhanced sludge digester with additional
pathways for substrate hydrolysis and degradation.
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If just carbon removal and sludge reduction were considered and measured, from the
second and the third experimental runs results it could be stated that aerobic
digestion for sewage sludge is more preferable treatment than the anaerobic one.
Higher carbon removal and sludge reduction was observed in 1L batch reactor. But
more importantly, during anaerobic digestion in MFC, electricity was generated.
During the second and third experimental runs maximum voltage output of 153.8 mV
and 146 mV, respectively, were achieved. This is the main advantage of MFC, which
is able to reduce sludge, to remove carbon and at the same time – to generate
electricity. This leads to the conclusion that even aerobic digestion achieved higher
efficiencies, anaerobic digestion is more suitable in this case, because of electricity
output. pH was slightly varying between 6 and 7 during the experimental runs so it
did not adversely affected the systems.
Considering first, second and the third eperimental runs (OCV) during 10 days,on
average 156 mV of electricity can be produced from two chamber microbial fuel cell
using oxygen as its electron acceptor. Jiang et al. (2009) used two-chambered MFC
with potassium ferricyabine as its electron acceptor to generate electricity from
sewage sludge.During 250 h test, stable voltage of 0.687V was produced(with
1000Ω resistor) Ultrasonic pretreatment was applied to sewage sludge, and the
experimental results have shown that this pretreatment can increase TCOD(mg/l)
removal.
During the fourth experimental run, power, current, power density and current
density were measured under 1kΩ- 5kΩ resistances. Previous studies suggested that
the power density of the MFCs was lower that of wastewater ( Ahn et al., 2010; Jiang
et al.,2009; Jia et al.,2009; Liu et al., 2009). Jiang et al. (2009) showed that power
output can be increased minimally by ultrasonic pretreatment. Therefore, additional
studies need to be conducted to enhance the power density of MFC using sewage
sludge as a substrate. The OCV values obtained in first, second, third experimental
results were much higher since OCV presents the maximum voltage under infinite
resistance. The columbic effficiency was found as 0.0068% which showed that the
total number of coloumbs that can be recovered can be recovered is very small
compared to the available total coloumbs in the sludge. However this also shows that
there is room for future studies for the enhancement of the sludge digeston process
together with significant amount of energy recovery in terms of electricity.
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The volume of sewage sludge continuously increases in all of the world, so, there is a
strong need to develop more efficient and more sustainable technologies for its
treatment and management. Sludge disposal is a big problem which can be efficiently
dealt by using sludge for different purposes like for electricity generation while at the
same time minimizing the volume of the sludge. When the organic matters in sewage
sludge are used to generate electricity by MFCs, it is possible to lower the treatment
cost of sewage sludge. It is an area of work in which a lot of research and
development needs to be done in order to apply it in a large scale.
Microbial fuel cells do hold promise towards sustainable energy generation in the
near future. Many bottlenecks yet exist, which pose a challenge that will take a
multidisciplinary approach and intensive research. More technological advancements
in terms of material, costs and substrates being used are necessary to bring these
systems at a level where they can be commercially exploited. Interfacing of biology
and electrochemistry may become of utmost importance for developing sustainable
energy concepts as well as to cope with environmental problems of waste use.
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